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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

A.I. Trends That Will Shape The World In 2019 

 

By Adithya Anil Variath 

2018 witnessed a dramatic rise in technological developments,        
powerful tools, and state-of-the-art applications based on machine        
learning, Internet of Things (IoT), blockchain, robotics and artificial         
intelligence (AI), all powered by cloud computing.  
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Artificial intelligence allows machines to learn and reason in ways          
that is possible only by humans; and these transformative         
technologies not only changed the Internet industry but also gave          
rise to the Fourth Industrial Revolution. These technologies are         
also having a positive impact on verticals such as geopolitics,          
defense, marketing, healthcare, law and justice, delivery       
mechanisms, manufacturing, automobiles and agriculture. 

Better yet, these algorithms improve with time. The all-around         
impact of AI on this heterogeneous market is possibly one of the            
toughest to keep track of, as the pace of change is           
unaccountable. The future of AI is a world where data is collected            
by multiple systems, filtered and analyzed by artificial intelligence         
to take decisions on our behalf, which are then stored on           
blockchain as a past track record of decisions which are made           
and used for future decisions.  

Making predictions is almost impossible for this Fourth Industrial         
Revolution, as it tends to follow what is known as Amara’s Law –             
overestimating the potential of technology in the short term and          
underestimating it in the longer term. 

Today AI is the thread which connects together economy, politics          
and technology. Artificial intelligence is the new emerging reality         
which is shifting the balance of power, and this alteration is a            
highly destabilizing event for global peace and security and the          
future of humanity. While new trends like artificial intelligence, the          
blockchain, deep learning and more continue to speed up the          
pace of the technological revolution, they are fundamentally        
transforming not only life on Earth for humans but also in           
cyberspace, space and the spaces that never existed in the          
human ecosystem until now.  

AI is also impacting geopolitics and ocean diplomacy, which in          
turn shifts the balance of political power. China is using AI to lead             
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the race in all geopolitical spheres; Government of India’s Niti          
Aayog introduced their national policy on AI; and European         
countries are heavily investing in artificial intelligence. These are         
the various pieces of evidence proving a wider geopolitical shift. 

AI is by its very nature a dual-use technology with powerful           
implications both positive and negative. It will be increasingly         
difficult to anticipate, contain and mitigate. In this short span of           
time, it is already anchoring and converging with a range of other            
technologies such as biotech and information, with unprecedented        
repercussions for global security. 

Modern automated systems are designed to predict various        
aspects of our daily lives by analysing massive data sets, such as            
travel routes, traffic patterns, financial markets, consumer       
behaviour, health records and even DNA. The use of AI to identify            
voting patterns and voting behaviour of the citizenry is shaking the           
fundamentals of democracy. 

The deeper the technology travels, fresher the challenges to be          
tackled. The biggest question before global economies is whether         
our societies are politically, legally and ethically prepared for the          
deployment of AI. Are we properly placed to develop responsible          
governance which will channel AI’s potential towards collective        
well-being?  

Every innovation has its own territory; from the 1950s to the ‘90s            
we witnessed everything from the discovery of DNA to the moon           
landing and a host of discoveries in between. This time, A.I. is            
having another powerful impact on global governance and human         
ecosystems with significant ramifications across Cyberspace-      
Geospace-Space (CGS). The rise of A.I. has not only undermined          
governance, management and growth models, but it has also         
broken all human-made barriers.  
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Automation is changing the fundamental physics of financial        
services, erasing the boundaries between human intelligence and        
machine intelligence, opening the door to entirely new operating         
models and ushering in a new set of competitive dynamics          
focused on the productivity and sophistication of data much more          
than the scale or complexity of capital. In addition to this,           
regulations governing the privacy and portability of data will         
reshape the ability of non-financial institutions to deploy AI.  

2019 will be a year of acceleration for Fourth Industrial          
Technologies like AI as real-world day-to-day industry applications        
indicate their hidden benefits and market value to users. It is           
estimated that the rapid evolution coupled with productive        
adoption of AI across global businesses by various advanced         
economies will help the A.I. market reach about $13 trillion by           
2030.  

AI is changing the way we live and how we do business with             
automation, data integration, predictive analytics, language      
processing and algorithms.  

The future of artificial intelligence became a key topic at the 2019            
World Economic Conference, indicating that it has arrived in force.          
Speaking at the World Economic Forum Annual Meeting, the         
Indian origin global business leader Microsoft chief Satya Nadella         
said: “tough discussions” are needed on global norms amid a          
“tech-lash” being faced by leaders. “The world is a tech sector.           
Every retail company, every health company will have to think of           
data. We should think of privacy as a human right,” he said.            
Cybersecurity and geopolitics are other controversial subjects for        
the present globalized world, and there are still unresolved         
vulnerabilities about the impact of AI. 

2019 will witness phenomenal advances in AI-powered customer        
services. Analyzing the recent trends, it is expected that         
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companies will not only use chatbots but they will create virtual           
agents with a face and humanized personalities to handle         
complex tasks to drive profit-oriented business.  

Autodesk’s virtual agent, Ava, has a female face with an audio           
technology that speaks, emulating the company’s brand.       
Amazon’s Alexa became a game changer giving first-hand        
experience to people on how technology will revolutionize living at          
home and in the workplace. It was a big hit with consumers in             
2018, offering innovative ways to search information on the Web. 

The popular use of decision-based behaviour tech has been         
widely implemented by almost all online shopping portals. For         
example, on the basis of your past preferences, you will be           
increasingly inundated with recommendations based on items you        
have previously purchased or browsed.  

Software-as-a-service (SaaS) platforms, cloud infrastructure and      
the Internet of Things have been soft targets for cybercriminals,          
making tech security a menace for business owners.  

The biggest game changer in the field of automation will be           
AutoML or machine-learning-based solutions; it will empower       
business analysts and developers to evolve machine learning        
models that can address complex scenarios. All of this in toto will            
bring a whole new level of efficiency to the content marketing           
process. 

Artificial intelligence lit a spark to divide and disrupt global          
alliances and geopolitics, evident with the stumbling of NATO and          
the EU as each nation seems to be on its own artificial intelligence             
journey. The historically old political alliance of the US and Europe           
is also strained at times and this is perhaps just the beginning of             
the end. With a growing number of nations having formal national           
AI strategies like Australia, Canada, China, Denmark, EU        
Commission, Finland, France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan,       
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Kenya, Malaysia, Mexico, New Zealand, Nordic-Baltic Region,       
Poland, Russia, Singapore, South Korea, Sweden, Taiwan,       
Tunisia, UAE, United Kingdom and the United States, there is a           
big threat to global development as small and/or developing         
countries may miss the bus of automation. It is coupled with a            
global consensus as an international duty to take the small          
nations along on this journey, rather than to throw them under the            
bus of technological revolution. So, it is essential to understand          
the relationship between artificial intelligence trends, national       
preparedness and geopolitics in order to safeguard the future of          
humanity.  

2019 will be an interesting year to see how unstable economies           
will face the unequal progression of AI technology across various          
sectors and whether the emerging decentralization of AI        
resources and the choices of decision-makers will bisect to create          
different paths. 

In China, tech giants Alibaba and Tencent have invested in the           
deployment of millions of cameras equipped with facial recognition         
to commodify intimate data and behavioural changes about        
citizens. India is planning to invest extensively in research,         
training and skill development in robotics, artificial intelligence,        
digital manufacturing and quantum communications, among      
others. In Myanmar, a United Nations study confirmed that         
Facebook posts have fuelled virulent hate speech directed at         
Rohingya Muslims. How will algorithms be employed to manage         
our speech? 

The future of machine learning and artificial intelligence coupled         
with cloud computing brings agility to businesses and may leave a           
major positive impact on business outcomes. The algorithm tech         
is expected to create convergence opportunities for researchers        
and analysts to interact with business practitioners to build         
real-world solutions.  
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Wearable devices like Apple watch, Fitbit, etc., and the         
development of intelligent apps will multiply in number, with the          
increasing rise of tech consumers in 2019. Major companies like          
Tesla, Amazon, IBM, Microsoft, Facebook and Google are        
investing a major chunk of their capital into artificial intelligence          
applications. They already offer virtual agents to consumers, and         
data analytics and recommendations; this trend may be picked up          
by smaller businesses this year.  

The blockchain is expected to travel beyond financial sectors into          
many other industry sectors, as we covered in the previous issue           
of Counter Markets.  

A relatively unpopular idea of robot bosses may become more of           
a reality, especially on large manufacturing assembly lines such         
as an airline or automobile plant. Artificial intelligence will also          
precipitate huge job cuts, changing of market models, capital         
restructuring and downsizing of operations due to increased        
automation of business functions. Major countries are focusing on         
skill development and this year will see the re-skilling of          
employees, which becomes unavoidable to mitigate the adverse        
effects of automation in industries. In 2019, the global job market           
is expected to deflate and readjust to harbor re-skilled and          
re-trained talent. 

In the present era of automated growth, what is more dangerous           
in my view is natural stupidity than artificial intelligence. There has           
been a long and undecided debate of a Terminator-like situation          
where machines will soon dictate norms and orders. The rise of AI            
is an unmeasured tide, true; but it is practically impossible to avoid            
this wave of tech revolution. The winners will be those economies           
capable of riding this tide of revolution by framing national policies           
to acclimatize with inevitable international changes. The winners        
also will be the individuals most able to adapt to new realities.            
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Please see our report in Counter Markets Issue 3 on how to best             
position yourself in a future populated with artificial intelligence. 

Adithya Anil Variath is a final year law student at the University of             
Mumbai’s School of Law. In the past he has worked as an intern             
with the Office of Minister of State for Law and Justice &            
Corporate Affairs, Government of India and Office of the Speaker,          
Kerala Legislative Assembly. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Why Bitcoin is Valuable 

 

By Vin Armani  

Lately, when I speak to people about my involvement with Bitcoin,           
I tell them that Bitcoin is multigenerational project and I plan to            
spend the rest of my life contributing to the overall growth and            
progress of that project. I feel about Bitcoin much the same way            
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that I felt about the Internet when I first browsed the World Wide             
Web in 1995. Even then, as a high school student, the promise of             
an interconnected global society, freely able to share knowledge,         
was an unshakable lure. In the 25 years since that moment, I’ve            
been on a journey of exploration that has taken me, at times, to             
the bleeding edge of what the Internet “could (and would) be.” 

Bitcoin is “magic Internet money.” At least in its current          
incarnation, Bitcoin is reliant on the Internet. But Bitcoin is not,           
itself, an Internet artifact. Bitcoin could technically exist in a world           
without the Internet. However, Bitcoin’s power and promise is         
magnified with every new human being that is connected to the           
Net with always-connected personal devices. The tighter an        
individual is integrated into the Net, the more valuable Bitcoin is to            
that individual. Clearly, Bitcoin is incredibly valuable to me. You          
don’t decide to dedicate your life to something unless you value it            
greatly. In this article I want to explore why Bitcoin has been            
valuable in the past and why it is valuable today. 

“Value” is a complex and sometimes elusive concept. The entire          
field of economics is a study and exploration of the notion of            
value. Value is the primary concept that I delved into in my            
previous two books, Tao Of The Gigolo and Self Ownership, and           
it remains the foundation stone of the book I am currently writing,            
Render Unto Caesar.  

At its core, value is “that which motivates us.” We will expend the             
effort to move in a certain direction (literally and figuratively) if we            
value such movement. The degree to which we value any given           
movement is correlated with the amount of effort we are willing to            
exert, across what time frame, to manifest said movement. That          
price reflects value – those things that are most valuable are           
generally most expensive – is a demonstration of this axiom.          
Money itself, expressed as “wages,” is a representation of stored          
human labor. The things for which we are willing to expend the            
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most time and effort (or the equivalent amount of money) to           
achieve or acquire are, by definition, those things which we value           
the most. 

 

Not all individuals share the same value structure. I prefer          
expending time and energy in ways that you simply do not, and            
vice versa. I value some activities more than others. Value is,           
therefore, both subjective and relative. The zone in which the          
values of individuals align with those of other individuals is “the           
marketplace.” A marketplace is any zone of consciousness where         
two individuals are able to voluntarily trade goods or services with           
one another. That I am in possession of something you value and            
you are in possession of something that I value, and that we are             
both willing to exchange those things, necessarily means that we          
have a level of crossover in our individual value hierarchies. 

Money is the physical manifestation of the boundaries of a          
marketplace – boundaries which exist in a realm of         
consciousness. In fact, whether or not an individual will accept the           
money you carry is the purest indicator of whether or not you and             
that individual are operating within the same marketplace. 

There is a 2011 video from Mark Dice where he attempts to use a              
$50 American Gold Eagle coin to purchase a 99¢ taco at Taco            
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Bell. It is a wonderful demonstration of how money defines          
marketplace. Although the coin is legal tender ($50 face value) in           
the United States, its gold content at the time was worth over            
$1000 US dollars. The worker at the drive-through window, when          
handed the coin, has no clue what to do with it. She is paralyzed              
with confusion. When Mark offers her two crisp $1 bills as an            
alternative, she happily takes those instead. Mark has similar         
videos where he attempts to sell a 100-ounce silver bar worth           
over $1000 on the street for $25. Person after person refuses to            
purchase the bar from him, even after he tells them the resale            
value. Gold coins and bars of silver are most definitely “money,”           
and yet the average Westerner does not see precious metals as           
money. 

Bitcoin has all of the prerequisites to be good (valuable money).           
Bitcoin is limited in supply, fungible, divisible, durable, and         
portable. But having those qualities does not guarantee that a          
particular good (or network) will catch on and be valued by           
enough individuals for that good to take its place among the many            
forms of money that have existed in the past.  

On May 22nd, 2010, Bitcoin actually had a price. It was on that             
day, with the exchange of 2 pizzas for 10,000 bitcoins, that Bitcoin            
became money. For nearly a year and half prior to that event,            
however, individuals valued participation in Bitcoin enough to        
contribute code and computing power to strengthen and grow the          
network. That was how Laszlo Hanyecz, the programmer who         
purchased those fateful pizzas, had acquired the tens of         
thousands of bitcoins in his possession. Why did people like          
Laszlo (not to mention Satoshi and Hal Finney) see Bitcoin as           
valuable? 

A form of private digital cash, secured by cryptography, had been           
a dream of cypherpunks for over a decade by the time Satoshi            
made the white paper public. The cypherpunk ethos values         
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decentralization – flattening of existing power structures – as a          
means for liberating humanity. In the early days, the promise of           
Bitcoin clearly resonated with the crypto-anarchist and radical        
libertarian elements of society. The promise of delivering        
maximum financial sovereignty to the maximum number of people         
on Earth is what keeps me dedicated to the work of growing            
Bitcoin. Since you are reading Counter Markets, I’m willing to          
wager that you share much of this same sentiment. The          
technology upon which Bitcoin is built, particularly the blockchain,         
is absolutely interesting. However, that technology is a means to          
an end, it is not an end unto itself. 

There are no applications of blockchains which do not         
involve a double-spending problem. A blockchain that was        
used for an application with no double-spending problem is         
nothing more than a database, so you could just replace it           
with a distributed hash table. People have also used the          
blockchain for timestamping. This only works because       
Bitcoin has become well-known as a point of reference. If          
you had a need for timestamps, you certainly wouldn’t invent          
a blockchain to do it. – Daniel Krawisz – “It's Not About the             
Technology, It's About the Money” (2016) 

Bitcoin is valuable today for the same reason it was valuable in            
January of 2009. Bitcoin is valuable because it solves the age-old           
problem of moving vast amounts of monetary value safely over          
great distances, without the use of a trusted third party. Exchange           
rate be damned. A Bitcoin network that has the least barriers to            
entry (participation) has the greatest value. That Bitcoin’s USD         
exchange rate is as high as it is, in spite of the fact that there is                
relatively little real-world use of Bitcoin as a means of exchange,           
is testament to just how much promise Satoshi’s vision holds. As           
such usage increases and the demand for Bitcoin UTXOs         
increases, we should see the USD exchange rate turn even more           
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in Bitcoin’s favor. When the masses are awakened to the true           
power of Bitcoin to create entirely new forms of commerce, the           
perceived value of the dollar (and associated legacy financial         
system) itself will inevitably take a hit. 

Bitcoin is a financial asset and a financial network. At the core of             
every communications network are individual, living human       
beings. Clearly the human portion of this network is valuable.          
There are individuals who, by all economic measures, have little          
vested interest in Bitcoin – minuscule holdings and zero code          
contributions – yet who take to social media with passion and           
even religious zeal to defend their preferred network. This potent          
tribal, religious aspect of Bitcoin should not be ignored. It is a            
signal that Bitcoin’s memetic gravity is incredibly strong. Bitcoin is          
an idea that clearly can function as a totem around which can            
swirl a brand new culture. I have been saying for years now that I              
believe that the emergent society, of what I call CryptoSavages,          
circling cryptocurrency will have a remarkable and       
disproportionate impact on the trajectory of the human race in the           
next century. Bitcoin is valuable because it provides the cohesive          
framework to lift humanity to the next phase. 

Entrepreneurs are still to fully appreciate what Bitcoin can do for           
them. The concept is still so new that it will require and reward             
pioneers who step into the unknown commercial spaces that         
Bitcoin fosters, experiment and explore, and then return with a          
detailed map of the territory. This is something we strive to do            
with this newsletter. It’s a journey that I have decided to dedicate            
my life to. As an orientation, a guiding star, Bitcoin is more than             
valuable, it is invaluable.  
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WEALTH 

Launch Physical Products For Ecommerce and Amazon 

 

By Jeff Paul 

Launching a physical product with your own brand has never          
been easier and more lucrative. Counter Markets readers will         
know that I created products to sell on Amazon FBA as a            
homeschool project with my son. We launched a few different          
brands and sold thousands of product. And, as a former digital           
nomad, I also have travel friends who make VERY healthy livings           
managing their brands on a laptop. 
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People joke that BuzzFeed has resorted to selling cooking         
utensils at Walmart. They're pioneers and I bet it's a significant           
part of their revenue. Other media companies ought to be thinking           
along the same lines. Media sites could settle for a tiny Amazon            
Associates commission or they can direct readers to specific         
products where they make the whole profit. If they have a           
good-sized audience, they can spike Amazon's search algorithm        
for their products and really crush it. 

It's not as difficult as you think. 

Have you ever designed a custom T-shirt online? Private label          
products can be as simple as designing a shirt at CafePress or            
Teespring and selling through their platform. 
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The key is that you never need to hold inventory. It's only a few              
more steps to customize other types of products and sell them on            
other platforms. And all of it can be done online. 

My first experiment selling custom products on Amazon was a pet           
grooming glove. I had zero passion for it but I noticed a gap in              
products available on Amazon. So I ordered a sample through a           
supplier on Alibaba, made a few improvements, created a brand,          
and shipped a thousand of them to Amazon warehouses. They          
sold quickly, but other private labels soon copied my design and           
crowded the market. Buyers had no loyalty to my brand and I            
wasn't interested in fighting brand and price wars. So I          
discontinued the product. 

The second product we launched with my oldest son (16 years           
old at the time) was a travel pillow. His goal was to buy a used car                
and pay for a world-schooling trip to Machu Picchu. My son           
followed the exact same steps in this article to achieve his goal. It             
took about 6 months and selling hundreds of pillows at a profit of             
around $12 per pillow. Although it was a modest success, we           
eventually discontinued the pillow as my son pursued other         
entrepreneurial interests. 
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During our Amazon private label experiments, I didn't focus         
enough on branding. If I was to do it over again, I'd dedicate             
significantly more effort into building a brand before deciding what          
products to launch (more on the branding below). 

Additionally, I haven't sold anything on Amazon in a couple of           
years. Things may have changed slightly but the basic steps          
remain the same. I'm not a guru or an expert. If you're serious             
about this business model, check out the resources at the end of            
this article. 

Selling on Amazon 
There are three primary ways to make money selling products on           
Amazon: retail arbitrage, private labeling, and fully custom        
products. 
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Retail arbitrage is when you find good deals on items at a local             
retailer that sell for more online. You buy them up, ship them to             
Amazon, and list them for sale. This model requires a lot of work             
to constantly source new product. It's a solid side hustle but not            
something you can run on a laptop from Thailand. 

Private labeling is when you find a generic product, add your           
branding, get it mass produced, and list on Amazon. Private          
labeling also gives you the opportunity to open your own online           
shop. 

Custom products are unique private label products. The best         
custom products are new inventions, but any slightly modified         
version of something that is already being mass produced with          
your brand is a custom product. 

It can be beneficial to launch highly custom products on platforms           
like Kickstarter prior to listing it on Amazon. With a Kickstarter           
campaign, you can presell your product to cover manufacturing         
costs and build a list of customers that can help with Amazon            
reviews or launch new products to. 

Pat Flynn helps people build online businesses at his website          
SmartPassiveIncome.com. He primarily focuses on selling digital       
courses. But recently he launched his first physical product via          
Kickstarter, an innovative selfie stick that converts into a tripod          
called the SwitchPod. He currently has over $330,000 in presales          
from 3400+ customers with a few weeks left in his campaign. 
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Amazon FBA 
Every physical product must sell on Amazon. Amazon has over a           
half-a-billion customers addicted to one-click purchasing and free,        
fast shipping. Their FBA service stands for “Fulfillment By         
Amazon.” It allows you to create product listings and ship product           
to Amazon warehouses making your items available for Prime         
shipping. From there, Amazon handles marketing, payment       
processing, shipping and handling, and customer service flow.        
Amazon charges a fee on each sale and warehouse storage          
costs, but the stellar fulfillment service is usually worth the          
expense. 

FBA's competitive fees and shipping capabilities can help        
you cut costs, while providing valuable benefits such as free          
shipping for your customers, increased exposure for your        
products, and premier customer service. FBA also gives you         
access to optional features and services to help you manage          
and grow your business. (Source) 
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Amazon FBA is available in a growing number of countries giving           
you the opportunity to sell your products worldwide. Because         
Amazon is such a huge channel in ecommerce, it alone can           
launch brands and propel your products to success. 

It's best to familiarize yourself with Amazon FBA's platform before          
you take action on the steps below. Sign up for FBA. Watch some             
tutorials. Mess around with it. Once you decide on a product, it's            
helpful to begin working on your Amazon listing very early in the            
process of product development. 

10 Steps to Launching a Custom Product on Amazon         
FBA 
1. Create a Brand 

 

Finding a viable product used to be the first step to selling on             
Amazon. Yet, due to fierce competition, branding is now step one           
in my opinion. Since BuzzFeed and others recognize the         
opportunity, branding and customization is becoming much more        
important than merely slapping a different logo on an identical          
product and trying to sell it on Amazon. 
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My travel friends are brand experts. They created and run a few            
different successful brands including vaping products under the        
label Veppo and the CBD brand Hempure. These are highly          
competitive niches where branding matters. 

Products are easy to create when you understand who you're          
serving. Veppo is a leisure brand and Hempure is in health. Their            
customers want products that give them an experience and         
results. Veppo solves the pain point of not being able to smoke            
tobacco in public and eliminates the rotten smell of smoke while           
delivering the same experience. Hempure provides natural relief        
for a host of ailments without undesirable side effects. 

Questions to answer when creating a brand: 

What niche are you going to serve? 

● Sports, hobbies, pets, health, beauty, fashion, food, leisure,        
etc. 

Who is your ideal customer? 

● What pain points will your brand solve for them? 
● What products does your ideal customer already use? 
● How can they be the hero in your brand's story? 

What gives your brand life? 

● What's the story behind your brand? Why did you start it? 
● (read Building A Story Brand) 

Choose a brand name that reflects your niche, your story, and           
your purpose. Then tackle the basic tasks of securing brand          
assets: 

● Logos: Use Fiverr or 99Designs to get logos and other          
graphics made. 

● Domain name: Secure a domain name even if you're not          
ready to build an online store yet. 
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● Social Media accounts: Instagram and YouTube are the best         
for physical products because they're image driven. 

● Business license: doing a test run of a product to see if it             
gains traction doesn't require a business license. But if         
you're serious about building the brand, you will need to start           
an LLC or equivalent. 

2. Choose a Product 

Choosing or creating the right product is crucial to success on           
Amazon FBA, especially if you only have the budget to launch           
one SKU at a time. Expect to spend at least $5,000 to launch a              
test run of a new product. Depending on design complexity and           
cost of manufacturing and shipping, it could be much more. 

Hopefully, you already have a few ideas for products in a niche            
that you're passionate about; but if you don't, search for ideal           
products in your niche on Amazon. You can get a glimpse of how             
many units they're selling by their Best Seller Rank Number          
(BSRN). The lower the number, the higher the sales rank within a            
specific product category like Kitchen or Pets. 

 

Here's a free tool to determine how many unit sales a product has             
based on their BSRN. General rule is to find products that sell            
over five units per day.  

Once you identify good products, order them. Analyze their         
packaging. Take notes. Read the 3-star reviews for those         
products. They usually provide the most honest feedback for         
improvements. Include some of those improvements with your        
design and you could have big winner. 
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Another tip to identify products with good potential is to find           
decent-selling items that have lackluster Amazon listings. If a         
listing has crappy photos and a weak description but still sells           
well, it is an opportunity for you to make a more professional            
offering. 

Keep in mind that smaller, lighter objects are preferable for getting           
started selling on Amazon because shipping is such a heavy cost           
in this model. As your volume grows, the shipping cost per unit            
will be reduced. 

Checklist for choosing a product: 

● Find similar products that sell well 
● Order samples to test and analyze packaging 
● Determine precise improvements to make 
● Find manufacturer to customize 

3. Manufacturing 

After choosing a concept, you must get your product made.          
Where to manufacture depends on what type of product you're          
selling. Consumables like supplements, dog treats, or paper        
products are best sourced from certified facilities in the United          
States. Google “wholesale private label supplements” or “pet food         
co-packer” or “private label toilet paper” or “wholesale” followed         
by your product. You may be surprised how many local options           
there are. 

Almost everything else can be found on AliExpress and Alibaba. 

AliExpress is a retail site for factories to sell directly to the public,             
whereas Alibaba is a platform for suppliers to establish profiles          
and offer products wholesale (business to business). Suppliers        
have quality ratings and reviews that keep them honest, more or           
less. 
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The majority of producers on Alibaba are located in China, but           
increasingly manufacturers from other countries can be found.        
Another friend of mine sells premium non-stick stone cookware         
made in Italy from a supplier he found on Alibaba. 

Manufacturers usually have minimum orders for new custom        
products, but they're negotiable. If you tell them, “If this test run of             
my new product goes well, we plan to order thousands from you            
in the future” they'll likely give you a quote to do an initial run of               
100-200 as long as custom changes aren't too drastic. 

Get samples from 3-4 suppliers. Find out what features they're          
able to customize. Note who communicates well. Note the         
packaging they send the sample in. Determine the top two          
suppliers that fit your needs and begin the customization process. 

When you're ready to order in bulk, they'll typically require a           
deposit (I usually paid 50% upfront) to get the order started with            
the balance due upon completion. Often they will try to include the            
shipping in the price and will ask for 50% of that cost too. I always               
told them I’d make the shipping arrangements when the order is           
complete. 

It's wise to request that they send photos during each step of the             
production process, especially to confirm your order is complete.         
It's a red flag if they're not willing to send images. 

4. Customization 

When our first sample travel pillow arrived, it was loosely filled           
with stuffing, the neck strap was thin, the buckle was weak, and            
the cover was unattractive. We added more stuffing, strengthened         
and lengthened the strap and buckle to fit around a waist. Then            
we chose a soft jersey cotton cover in a neutral color and added a              
fabric tag with our logo. These were easy changes for the supplier            
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to make. The process required paying for just 4 samples to get            
the final version. 

Once the product is tight, you must customize your packaging. In           
our case, we just used a standard clear plastic bag with our logo,             
our UPC and Amazon FNSKU barcodes. Often the suppliers have          
relationships with packaging manufacturers and they can help        
organize your custom packaging. 

Customization checklist: 

● Make list of ideal changes to a product. 
● Request improvements and order new samples with       

changes. Repeat if needed. Expect to spend at least $500          
on this process if your changes aren't drastic. It's worth the           
money to get your product right. 

● Register UPCs and Amazon FNSKU barcodes for your        
product 

● Design logo and packaging 

5. Shipping 

Some manufacturers can ship directly to Amazon warehouses,        
but many cannot. You can have products shipped directly to your           
house from China, use your garage to warehouse them, and send           
to Amazon as needed. You generate shipping labels to Amazon          
through your FBA dashboard. Since Amazon charges to store         
inventory, this method could you save some money. 

Air freight and sea cargo are the options for shipping from           
overseas. Shipping by sea is significantly less expensive for large          
orders but the lag time is about 3-4 weeks, whereas air freight            
takes a few days. 

I used the shipping agency Deringer to handle everything. They          
coordinate shipping from the factory, check quality of items in          
shipment when it arrives, and forward the shipment to Amazon          
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warehouses. Well worth not having to deal with the hassle of           
coordinating or touching the product. 

6. Product Listing 

Your product listing on Amazon must be better than your          
competitors. This is not eBay where you can put a few poorly lit             
pictures of something you found at a yard sale. There are some            
affordable professional services that will help craft an effective         
Amazon listing. 

Title: Your product title should be concise and descriptive enough          
to be searchable by targeted keywords. Check latest Amazon         
guidelines for word length and restrictions (i.e., you can't say          
“Best blank for doing blank.”). Basic formula is brand + product           
name + ideal use. For example: XPLOR Adjustable Travel Pillow          
for Your Neck and Back. 

Descriptions: Create a short teaser description of 2-3 sentences,         
bullet points for features and benefits, and a long description of           
the product and why it's useful. 

Photos: Add as many photos as FBA allows. If you can't afford a             
professional photographer, take the photos yourself and find        
someone on Fiverr to white out the backgrounds and add props or            
other graphics. 

Videos: At the very least, record an unboxing video so buyers           
know exactly what to expect when they get your product. This           
limits negative reviews from customers who buy on photos alone. 

Reviews: Reviews drive sales on Amazon. Once your product is          
live, do everything in your power to get people to leave verified            
reviews. Use Salesbacker to automate messaging to customers        
to encourages leaving reviews. 

7. Launch 
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Amazon's ranking algorithms are heavily weighted toward sales.        
To spike the algorithm out of the gate, drum up interest in your             
product prior to launching by reaching out to friends and family to            
get them prepared to buy and review your product the moment it            
goes live. Even better, build an email list of people who are            
interested in your product. This can be done through social media           
posts, articles, and videos that direct followers to a lead capture           
landing page. Offer a discount if necessary. 

On launch day, send them a discount code to buy the product and             
encourage them to leave a review. 

There are launch services like Tomoson and Viral Launch that          
can help you attract early customers. These platforms have         
seasoned reviewers seeking discounted products in exchange for        
reviews. Amazon recently cracked down on fake reviews so make          
sure to follow guidelines with these types of services. 

8. Marketing 

Develop a marketing strategy to begin after your launch day. A           
frugal strategy may include daily social media posts, weekly         
long-form content, contests and giveaways to build your email list,          
target a handful of influencers for public reviews, and run Amazon           
pay-per-click campaigns. 

I can't stress enough how valuable consistent content is to online           
brands. It's easy to make memes, GIFs, screenshots of         
testimonials, and inspiring statements for social media. Creating        
weekly content like blog posts, press releases, podcasts and         
videos can supercharge your growth. 

9. Register Your Brand 

Protect your brand and custom products by trademarking your         
brand and registering it through Amazon's Brand Registry. This         
will prevent counterfeits from piggybacking on your listing and         
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stop other private labelers from launching exact replicas of your          
custom products. 

10. Ecommerce 

Shopify and WooCommerce make it simple to set up an online           
shop for your brand. You can even have Amazon handle          
fulfillment when you make sales from your website. 

Resources 
The Amazing Seller Podcast by Scott Voelker and his book the           
Amazon Seller Blueprint are excellent places to start learning         
more about the process. 

To get an idea of the potential of these types of businesses,            
check out this talk Zero to a Million on Amazon in 12 Months by              
Ryan Daniel Moran. Ryan also has an extensive archive of          
podcasts called Freedom Fastlane and Brand Builders which go         
into these strategies in much more detail. 

For serious action takers, I highly recommend this complete         
course to launch products on Amazon FBA. It's responsible for          
many successful brands, including Ryan Daniel Moran from        
above. It's constantly updated to keep up with changes to          
Amazon and the Ecommerce sector as a whole. And it has a            
seasoned community of product entrepreneurs to draw from their         
bank of experience. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 
 

 

Bitcoin prices moved steadily higher in February on increased         
volume as well. The month began around the $3400 level, peaked           
at about $4200 mid way in, and ended around the $3900 level            
we’re seeing today. The moves higher were met with significant          
volume, and the moves lower were all met with strong price           
stability right away. It’s a little too early to call this a bottom, but              
this definitely has the makings of one. Lows are holding without           
any problem, and movement to the upside is strong and steady.           
The $5000 price level is a key psychological barrier and, if           
broken, will send a signal to everyone watching that it’s time to            
get back in.  
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The news cycle was relatively calm last month. We heard the           
Bitcoin ETF application from VanEck/SolidX and submitted by the         
CBOE was pulled due to the government shutdown. As soon as           
the government opened back up, the application was resubmitted,         
so the effect on the cryptocurrency market was more or less           
non-existent.  

We also have further delays from ICE and their Bakkt futures           
product, citing they need more time to consult with the US CFTC.            
The timeline they’re providing now is later in 2019, with no           
specific date set. Interestingly, this news would normally result in          
a selloff, and it had hardly any impact on prices; in fact, prices             
moved sharply higher just after this announcement, which shows         
that bad news is already priced into the Bitcoin market.  

There’s a lot of institutional money on the sidelines waiting for           
signs that the crypto-winter is over, or at least on its last legs.             
Bitcoin prices moving higher despite news of delays is a          
significant sign that the days of low prices are numbered. Just           
about every major institution is putting the finishing touches on          
their cryptocurrency trading, custody, and investment vehicles. 

In addition to the cryptomarket getting ready for institutional         
participation, the usage rate of crypto as peer-to-peer cash is also           
on the rise. Countries like Venezuela and Turkey are seeing          
massive spikes in Bitcoin usage, as residents there are looking to           
move their savings into something that’s beyond the reach of the           
government. In Venezuela, a bank transfer of as little as $50 can            
get your account frozen, so Bitcoin has turned out to be a            
lifesaver for many there. The permissionless decentralized       
service cannot be controlled by the government, the value cannot          
be inflated away, and assuming that your private keys are safe, it            
can never be confiscated. In countries suffering from a currency          
crisis, Bitcoin is already stepping in as the safe haven.  
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For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
Coinbase to take your first position.  

Be careful with your position sizing; don’t invest more than you’re           
comfortable losing. Also expect major volatility, with possible price         
swings of 50% or more in a matter of days.  

 

Silver Update 

 

Silver had a mixed month in February. Prices started off around           
the $15.75 level, and briefly broke $16 mid-month. After that,          
prices fell down to the $15.17 level we’re at today. We had a             
similar top of just above $16 in Jan, so near-term price resistance            
has been set at that level. Gold traded a bit stronger, actually            
breaking out to a new high in February, but it also pulled back             
towards the end of the month.  

After the Dec-Jan months, precious metals were due for a          
breather and some consolidation. These moves may seem small,         
but gold and silver tend to move slowly. The more important factor            
to look at here is market sentiment, and it’s telling us that precious             
metals are back in action. 

Merger and acquisitions are back in the junior mining sector, and           
that activity has been dead for years. There’s even a hostile           
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takeover at play between a couple of significant miners, further          
illustrating that precious metals are coming back to life.  

In the equities market, traders seem to have forgotten the recent           
volatility, as Trump touts a potential end to the trade war with            
China. While this may bring a relief rally to the stock market, it             
won’t solve any of the problems with the debt and default cycle            
that’s coming in the next 1-2 years. With interest rates at 2.5%,            
and more increases on the way, a good percentage of the S&P            
500 will find themselves unable to refinance and meet debt          
obligations on their bonds. As this story starts to unfold, we           
expect a few large-scale bankruptcies that will severely rattle         
investor confidence. 

In addition, should the Dow fail to break out to new highs, it could              
be a sudden return to the recent lows as this latest bounce will be              
regarded as a bear market rally. Stocks have basically made a V            
bottom from recent lows, and history tells us that bottoms need to            
be retested before they can hold. It’s a significant drop back down            
to the 22k level on the Dow, and should we test that low, gold and               
silver should see a lot of buying activity.  

The news cycle has been saturated with partisan politics, the wall,           
the attempted state of emergency, and Congress fighting about         
what to do. While this may introduce a little uncertainty to the            
market, the amounts being talked about are $4-$8 billion, which          
are the equivalent of a couple of pennies to the stock market. So             
while the political fighting may make for good entertainment, the          
markets aren’t the least bit concerned about whether Trump gets          
the border wall money or not.  

We had back-to-back breakout months in Dec-Jan, followed by a          
pullback in prices in Feb. The lows have held, and we’re currently            
putting in new support. Additionally, sentiment is heating up as          
traders have taken notice and are positioning themselves for the          
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next move higher. This is a great opportunity to get into the silver             
market. If you didn’t buy any silver in the $14 - $15 range before,              
you’ve got another chance right now.  

For those of you who don’t own any silver, you can find great             
prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange. 
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (April 5th 2019) 

TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Social Credit Systems Overt And Covert Explained 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Cultivating Consensus 

WEALTH 

How to Leverage Real Estate Without Registering as the Owner 

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

Not a member? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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